Perfect partners, our stainless steel microwave is designed to match perfectly with your choice of ILVE oven. Simple to use and made of the finest materials, with stainless steel used internally, this microwave is easily cleaned and maintained.

Because microwave oven units are usually fitted to supplement the built-in oven, it is especially important that they match in design and colour. ILVE appliances are renowned for forming a perfectly integrated family of built-in appliances.
Model IVFSCM34X

Feature
- 90 Minute digital timer
- 900 watt power output
- 1200 watt grill
- 1350 watt convection
- Clock & timer
- 5 power settings (100%, 70%, 50%, 30% & 10%)
- 5 temperature settings 160° – 230°

Capacity
- Capacity: 31 Litres

Functions
- Defrost setting
- Auto-Menu - select the food type and weight, it will help you to automatically adjust the power and time (Rice, Vegetable, Meat, Noodles, Fish or Re-heat)
- Auto weight defrost - Select the food weight, it will automatically help you to adjust the power level and time
- Memory cooking function - You can memorise some frequently used cooking programmes
- Convection & combination cooking

Accessories
- Trim kit is available: Model IVTK60
- Turntable

Built-in Microwave Model IVFSCM34X
Total electrical requirement: 10AMP GPO